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I believe that public service is a responsibility that we all share.  Four years ago I retired 
from California Department of Education as the Assistant Superintendent for Professional 
Development and Curriculum Support.  I also served on the Davis School Board for eight 
years.  It is my experiences as a policy maker and as an administrator that give substance 
to my strong support for Stan Forbesô interest in serving on the Citizens Redistricting 
Commission.  I have known Stan for twenty-five years, as a thoughtful community 
member, a business leader, an elected official, and as a parent.  It was during our tenure 
on the school board that I got to experience how Stan thinks and what he tries to do. 
 
Stan is a very thoughtful person; he has great analytical skills and a strong interest in 
making things work.  He also values building community over winning.  His 
understanding of history provides the foundation for his long-term perspective.   
 
As an initial step in addressing a problem Stan often generated a large number of options, 
not all of which turn out to be great solutions to a particular problem.  Stan would then 
listen carefully to the other members of the board and would drop any idea that turned out 
to be flawed.  Some would react negatively, only seeing the ideas that did not turn out to 
be workable, but I was pleased to have someone think so deeply and think of a wide 
variety of possible approaches.  His creativity allowed us to explore ideas beyond an 
initial staff proposal. 
 
Stanôs interest in building community was very evident in our decision to redraw 
attendance boundaries when we built a new elementary school.  While I believed that the 
particular boundary lines would have very little impact on the quality of education each 
child received, Stan understood the importance of the perceived changes in quality and 
the very real emotional impact of our opening the first new school in decades.  He 
listened carefully during many long community meetings, always looking to understand 
the particular concerns to see if there was a way to accommodate them into a workable 
solution.  
 
Stanôs business background was important when we had to reduce our expenditures due 
to changes in State funding for schools.  Some of our colleagues had a hard time 
understanding that our decision was not whether or not to cut expenditures, but where to 
cut.  Stan was always able to keep the numbers in mind.  I donôt think this changed 
anyoneôs support for any particular program, but it did help the community accept that 
some painful cuts were necessary and that the board had the responsibility to make them.  
 

Redacted



When Stan and I first were elected to the school board we were doing a poor job of 
educating our migrant students.  During our tenure we made several improvements that 
greatly increased participation and success.  When began our service on the board we had 
a very disconnected system with no recognition of what an appropriate school year could 
look like.  By coordinating with the Region VII Migrant office we were able to design an 
April through October program that provided stability of staffing and continuity of 
instruction.  We inherited a reality that no Latinas from the migrant camps actually 
attended the local high school.  We began an independent study school; this allowed 
young women from the camps to attend school and to care for their younger siblings.  
One half of the first yearôs graduates were Latinas from the migrant camps.  These would 
not have been possible without Stanôs strong moral compass in supporting the investment 
of staff resources to begin the programs and in protecting them during budget reductions. 
 
Stan and I do not agree on all issues.  I have supported different solutions to some 
difficult problems, but in all cases I know that Stan had thought about the options, 
listened to others ï especially those with different viewpoints ï and come to a plan of 
action that he believed would be good for the community.  He kept his focus on 
developing solutions to particular problems, rather than on forming and supporting 
coalitions to increase his own power.  During my work for the State of California I 
wished that the State governance process could have this same focus.  I often found 
myself implementing legislation that had worthy goals but was poorly drafted.  Winning 
passage was more important than effective outcomes.  Stan had no tolerance for getting 
the label right unless the substance was also workable. 
 
Stan thinks clearly, comes up with many ideas, listens to others and arrives at conclusions 
that are analytically sound for the problems at hand.  He would make an outstanding 
contribution to the Citizens Redistricting Commission.  I strongly recommend that you 
take advantage of this rare talent. 
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